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COMMENT #4
1. Please confirm receipt of our Comment (in addition to previous Comments #1, #2 and
#3, provided earlier on Saturday, October 15th).
2. We understand from the Facilities Subcommittee Meeting on Tuesday, October 18th,
that all Comments received during this 30-day public comment period will in fact be
available for review by the public. Thank you for this confirmation.
Comment re "The Seville Group, Inc" (SGI)
Please provide the CURRENT STATUS of SGI's (1) contractual relationship with the
WCCUSD and (2) ongoing business activities for the WCCUSD (the "District").
We are aware of the PAST STATUS of SGI within the District (up thru the conclusion of the
Forensic Accounting Investigation and its acceptance by the WCCUSD Board).
We understand that the WCCUSD will be determining the FUTURE STATUS of SGI (if any)
with the District as you proceed with both the public and the private/confidential
Implementation Tasks coming out of the Investigation, so we do NOT NOW request any
speculation on what the future might hold.
INSTEAD, at this point in time:
What, if anything, is SGI doing for the District right now (whether pro bono or under
contract)? What are their roles and responsibilities?
How many SGI managers, supervisors and other employees (and other employees
subcontracted to them through other companies) are currently working on District
business?
What job sites are included in these activities by their employees a/o their subcontracted
employees?
And are these activities, roles/responsibilities and mgrs/supes/employees ramping up,
holding steady or ramping down from where they stood at the conclusion of the
Forensic Accounting Investigation.
Thanks,
Gregg Visineau
Peggy Wilcox
1428 Lawrence Street
El Cerrito, CA 94530
gvisineau@gmail.com
pwilcox00@yahoo.com
-Gregg Visineau
gvisineau@gmail.com
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